.. :<ico, D . F ., doing soac investigative work after the
assassination of President xENNEDY .
o,'.LVADO.1 DIAZ VI;330I4 was interviewed at Miami,
D . F ., from
.Florida, and stated that while in Sexico,
10
to
30,
1033,
attending the Congress of the
Sovo ::bor
International Federation of Professional Newspaper Organizations, he was at the offices of the newspaper "Excelsior"
on the night of November 25, 1063, He learned through the
L.-can press that the Mexican Government had arrested one
,a!LV'A DUAAN, that DURAN allegedly had OJSWALD as a guest in
her house during his visit to Llexico, and that DURAN had
placid O .i:"".^.LD in contact with officials of the Cuban Embassy
in Jexico, D . F .
Dl:.Z VERSON claimed Dr . HORMLL NAVARROS, an exiled
that on
Cuban newspaperman employed by "Excelsior," told him OSWALD
fo110'ing
O3NALD's arrival in Mexico, D . F .,
the day
and DJ2AN went to a restaurant called the "Caballo Blanco"
o : possibly the "Caballo Bayo," where they mot an official
of the Cuban. Embassy. DIAZ VERSON claimed he knew nothing
about OSWALD and the Cuban official's having left the restaurant
together in a car .
T-3 advised that on January 11, 1054, Dr . EDUARDO ,
3033ELL NAVARRO, a iormer Cuban cabinet minister who on occasions
writes feature articles for tae :;exico City daily newspaper
-xcelsior," and resides at 1303 Homero itreet, Apartment 301,
Yaxlco, D . 7 ., furnished the following :
SALVAD03 DIAZ VE :HON c,as in Mexico, D . F  as he had
c' - is :ed and discussed OSCIALD with BORRELL and other Cuban home
.
exiles . D - AZ VE360N also visited BORRELL at the latter's
--BELL did not corroborate the story credited to
hem by DI,:Z VE SON concerning the Visit to a Mexico City
restaurant by O .WALD and SILVIA DURF.N, SORRELL stated he had
. aver heard this story or anything similar .
SORRELL knew of no mooting between OSWALD aco Cuban
.Sassy officials other than tae meetings which allegedly
0cc=ed at the time OJ"IALD visited the Cuban Consulate in
_ :ex~co, D . F . 308RELL knew nothing concerning any visit by
JS1t..:.D to the home of DURAN .

On January 17, 1964, T-5 adviacd that he had been
unable to locate a "Caballo Blanco" restaurant in Mc : :ico,
D. F., but stated that there is a "Caballo Bayo" restaurant
located on the outskirts of Nc :dco, D . F . Source stated
that it is a very large, typical, Mexican restaurant w1hich
door a thrivin^, business . Source advised that on Janu, :1 11,
1964, the photographs of fon :or Cuban Consul ZUSF.BIO I.ZCUE
LO:ZZ, who was in charge of the Cuban Consulate a t the ti-ao
of OSidi .ll's visit, of Cuban F~.ba :aador JOLQUIN }:EfNIaDZZ
-1S, of SILVIA DU3.~N, and of OSWI.LD were shown to the
employees of the "Caballo Bayo" restaurant and extensive
interviews among the cmployecs of this restaurant were conducted without locating anyone who could reco,nize any of
the photographs of the persons mentioned above as having
been at this restaurant.
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KBOX Audio reel 1 , Item 33
Friday afternoon, November 22, 1963
NEWS REPORT FROM DALLAS
A rifle found in a staircase on the fifth floor of
the building on which the assassin is believed to have
shot the President of the United States .

Sheriff's

deputies identify the weapon as a 7 .65 Mauser, a Germanmade Army rifle with a telescopic sight.
shall in

the chamber .

It had one

Three spent shells were f-d

nearby .
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